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“Queeny�”
P22 Allyson is based on an old metal typeface released by
�e Barnhart Bro�ers &
Spindler foundry under �e name “Hazel Script.” The digital version has been expand
and enhanced to provide sophisticated typese�ing features for �e discriminating designer.
Following is a guide outlining how to use �ese features in OpenType savvy applications.
Stylistic Alternates ﹠
Stylistic Sets
Alternate letterforms have been designed for
Z, f, o, q, t, and z. These can be applied by
using the glyph pallette applications where
there is one. InDesign CS2 users can apply
these alternates automatically using stylistic
sets: ss01 for o, ss02 for t, ss03 for f/q/z and
ss04 for Z.

Ligatures ﹠
Discretionary Ligatures
Allyson Pro features “standard” ligature
combinations for letter combinations such
as Wh, pp, rr, ss, tt and www. Copyright,
registered, trademark and phonomark
symbols can be composed by enclosing the
appropriate letters within parentheses, like
thus (P). Fancier ligatures for th and sundry
abbreviations can be accessed with the
discretionary ligature feature.

Swash
With the swash feature enabled, initial and
ﬁnal swash variants are automatically applied
to each word. To add a “snap-on” swash to the
end of a word, simply type the tilde character.
To cycle through the range of swashes, simply
continue typing the tilde.

Numeral Features
Ordinals, fractions, superiors and inferiors are
all included features in Allyson Pro.

Regular:

Zoë has questions regarding the finicky zebras.
Alternate:

Zoë has questions regarding the finicky zebras.
�en cleaning auntie’s gu�ers, Gary used
I�igation Pro™ to clean the a�alling me�.
� Wayne & Jordan ran to № 12 Oak
Lane to visit � Eliza Dempsey �
After washing your face, thoroughly wet
your nose. A�ly strip to nose area�,
pre�ing down to ensure good contact with
skin. Let dry 10 minutes. Remove slowly�.
Ordinals: 1� 2� 3� 4� & 5ª 6º
Fractions: 1⁄4 1⁄2 3⁄4 147⁄365
Superiors and Inferiors: ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
� Jones recommends footnotes.¹ H₂O & x²
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łŃńŅņŇňŉŊŋŌōŎŏ
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ŞşŠšßŢţŤťŦŧŨũŪū
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ŻżŽžǺǻǼǽǾǿȘșАа
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P22 Allyson Pro offers language
нОоПпРрСсТтУу
su�ort for the following languages:
ФфХхЦцЧчШшЩщЪъЫ
ыЬьЭэЮюЯяЀѐЂђЃ
ѓЄєЅѕІіЇїЈјЉљЊ
њЋћЌќЍѝЎўЏџҐґ

Lingua
Franca�

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Beloru�ian, Breton, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech,
Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Finish, Flemish, French,
Frisian, German, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, La�ish,
Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Malay, Maltese, Maori, Moldavian, Norwegian,
Polish, Portuguese, Provençal, Romanian, Ru�ian, Samoan, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Ukranian,Welsh

